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FRIENDS OF BOGGART HOLE CLOUGH
www.facebook.com/boggart.org.uk
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Friends of Boggart Hole Clough (FoBHC), before 2015 named Boggart Hole Clough Community Action Trust (BHCCAT), was founded in 2000.

FoBHC works with, among others, Manchester City Council (MCC), landowner of Boggart Hole Clough (BHC),
& the Greater Manchester Ecology Unit (GMEU) local authorities’ department.

Revivifying the Lake

Avian Botulism struck the Lake this Summer, as it did in 2014. A Mallard & about 30 Canada Geese carcasses
were removed from the Lake according to MCC’s last email update, 6.8.2018. During May & June, we counted
25 Coot chicks, 9 Mallard chicks and 8 Moorhen chicks, whilst carrying out FoBHC’s Weekly Waterbirds Survey
- none of these chicks appear to have survived.
Ten provisional community proposals, intended to ensure there is no recurrence of avian botulism, are outlined
on pages 2 & 3 below. They are preceded by quotes from Avian botulism in UK wild waterbirds published July
2017 by the Animal and Plant Health Agency (APHA) of the Department for the Environment, Food & Rural
Affairs (DEFRA); link to this PDF - apha.defra.gov.uk/documents/surveillance/diseases/avian-botulism.pdf
This APHA doc states: “Avian botulism is .. caused by ingestion of toxin produced by the bacterium Clostridium
botulinum .. an anaerobic (oxygen intolerant) bacterium that multiplies in putrefying plant & animal material &
is thus often found in lakes in periods of anoxic conditions & poor water quality ..”
The GMEU’s 22.1.2017 report re the Clough Lake (which can be seen on our website) said it “has experienced
toxic algal ‘blooms’ .. eutrophication & oxygen depletion .. eutrophication can lead to incidents of fatal disease
in water birds ..”
The 2 photos above, taken 14.7.2018 (left) & 21.7.2018 (right) at the Lakeside, each show a dead Canada Goose
floating in “anoxic [absence of oxygen] conditions & poor water quality” / thick blue-green algae / toxic algal
blooms / eutrophic water.
In 2015, MCC commissioned Biomatrix Water company to carry out its From Concrete to Thriving Ecological
Water Feature - Boggart Hole Clough Proposed Lake Restoration scheme, as Biomatrix’s promotional 7.4.2014
document was titled. Its main feature was plastic floating islands. This scheme failed, its dire results are all too
apparent.
_

After outlining the 10 community proposals, this doc elaborates them & then sets out email correspondence
between FoBHC & MCC/GMEU & others re managing the Lake environs going back to 2013.
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Since circa 2007, thin algae has grown in the Lake, but the thick widespread algae (as seen in the photos on page 1)
appeared for the first time in Summer 2015 after Biomatrix’s installation of floating plastic islands in March 2015.
This thick widespread algae has re-appeared each Summer since, likely caused by run-off of fertilizer nutrients from
the floating islands and/or decaying plant material on the floating islands falling into the Lake.
Having recommended to MCC the installation of Biomatrix’s floating islands (see BHC Lake Biodivesrsity
Enhancements: Ecological Options Appraisal - Reedbeds v Floating Islands (GMEU, May 2014) PDF on our
website), the GMEU then proceeded to argue that the resulting eutrophication, far from being caused by these
artificial islands, is caused by the natural Island’s trees at the Lake edge & recommended their removal (see BHC
tree works around the southern lake (GMEU, 22.1.2017) PDF on our website).
These trees, overhanging or fallen into the Lake while remaining attached to the Island, are essential, providing
Great Crested Grebes, Coots & Moorhens with a habitat of branches in the water on which they build their floating
nests. Also, Herons frequently use these branches as perches to stand on.
In 2016, we protested when MCC removed some of these Island edge trees - see Waterbirds habitat damaged
(FoBHC, 13.4.2016) PDF on our website.
Nevertheless, in February 2018, acting upon the GMEU’s new recommendation, MCC again removed some of these
Island edge trees, destroying two Coots’ nests in the process. We emailed MCC alerting them that this contravened
the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 prohibiting disturbance of nesting birds.
PROPOSAL 1: MCC should proceed no further with their destruction of the Waterbirds’ habitat but instead remove
the floating islands, surely a primary cause of the Lake’s eutrophication & associated avian botulism.
PROPOSAL 2: This year in the middle of January, we observed Coots building nests on the Lake at the Island edge
& Herons building nests in Island trees. Therefore, to accord with the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 & taking
into account global warming causing birds to nest earlier, only carry out any works in the Lake and/or on the Island
outside the nesting season, during a 2 month window during November & December.
APHA doc: “.. techniques .. that may prevent avian botulism incidents or reduce the severity of avian botulism
outbreaks .. Clostridium botulinum bacteria and resistant bacterial spores are present in rotting material and in the
lake sediments / silts .. Removal of decaying plant material (including leaves) from the water .. Drain the lake
completely and remove silt and mud ..”
PROPOSAL 3: MCC should drain the Clough Lake & remove silt, mud, rubble, discarded fishing lines & other
accumulated rubbish. Then refill the Lake with fresh water overflowing from the Fish Pond. Thereafter, rake leaves
out of the Lake routinely as required.
APAHA doc: “.. Preventative measures .. Removal of decaying plant material (including leaves) from the water ..”
The Lake’s central Island is densely wooded - much of the leaf litter falls into the Lake.
PROPOSAL 4: Leafage could be substantially reduced by selectively thinning this woodland. Sycamores, not an
indigenous species, dominate the Island. Sycamore seedlings & saplings could be rooted out, mature Sycamores
ring-barked to become standing dead wood. Already established indigenous species on the Island (out-competed by
Sycamores) - Hawthorns, Oaks, Rowans & Willows - would then dominate, thus the biodiversity health of the
woodland would also be largely restored.
This work was a principal component of our ‘Island conservation delivery plan 2011-2016’ (FoBHC, 18.10.2011)
which can be seen on our website. Excessive quantities of leaves from Island trees falling into the Lake, &
contributing to its eutrophication & associated avian botulism, was not considered in FoBHC’s Island conservation
plan. This is an important supplementary reason why this work should be restarted forthwith.
In 2002, FoBHC conservationists began managing the Clough’s Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland & later began
conserving the Island’s woodland. Realizing it was beyond the scope of volunteers, we abandoned all this work in
2013.
To successfully carry through the necessary woodland conservation management in the Clough, including on the
Island, requires Manchester City Council (MCC) to create a team of properly paid & trained nature conservationists.
So now we focus on persuading MCC to do this, but not at the expense of existing services; MCC should demand
the necessary funds from central government.
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APHA doc: “.. Preventative measures .. Prevention of addition of organic materials to the water e.g. suspending
public feeding of birds ..”
PROPOSAL 5: MCC should produce & install improved ‘Do not feed the birds’ signage around the Lakeside.
Signage should make clear that food thrown to the birds adds to the rotting organic material in which Avian
Botulism bacteria multiplies.
APHA doc: “.. The objectives are to produce movement of the water (circulation) and to aerate the water in stagnant
zones. The London Park authorities (which have had avian botulism outbreaks since 1969) have advised that these
methods, including the use of pumps 24 / 7, have been effective ..”
PROPOSAL 6: MCC should continue using & maintaining pumps installed 2015, for as long as required.
APHA doc: “.. Preventative measures .. Maintaining healthy communities of oxygenating plants ..”
PROPOSAL 7: MCC, after having carried out PROPOSALS 1 & 3 above, should establish indigenous oxygenating
plants with submerged foliage which during daylight absorb carbon dioxide from the water & release oxygen into it;
also, by absorbing nutrients from the water they deter growth of algae. Plants with these necessary qualities, e.g.
Common Water-Starwort, Hornwort, Spiked Water Milfoil, Water Crowfoot.
APHA doc: “.. incidents of suspected botulism .. are more frequent in warm summers .. increasing water
temperatures encourages toxin production ..”
PROPOSAL 8: MCC should plant a sweep of White Willows and/or Common Alders beside the southern
promenade, extending as far south-westwards as required to shade as much of the Lake as possible to help keep it
cool.
APHA doc: “Avian botulism .. incidents .. are more frequent in warm summers .. Preventative measures ..
Maintaining good circulation of water .. Prevention of the water level falling .. Make the lake deeper by dredging
.. this slows the increase in water temperature (increasing water temperatures encourages toxin production) ..”
The Lake is lined with bricks so perhaps not possible to deepen it directly. This past warm summer the Lake’s
water level fell by a foot, & still remains low, whilst the Fish Pond water level was & remains high.
PROPOSAL 9: MCC should breach the barrier between the Lake & much deeper Fish Pond, uniting them into a
single, deeper, bigger volume of water. The inflow of cooler water from the deeper & more shaded Fish Pond would
keep the Lake’s water level higher, improve circulation / oxygenation, making the new, larger Lake less prone to
warming & eutrophication & avian botulism. A footbridge could be built across this breach or the promenade
could be redirected around the Fish Pond. The Fish Pond’s overflow into Fish Pond Clough should be
heightened so it only overflows to prevent flooding. So then, under normal conditions, all water entering the
Fish Pond flows through the Lake & overflows through the pipe at its south side, creating a current across the
Lake, north to south.
APHA doc: “.. incidents of suspected botulism .. are more frequent in warm summers .. The London Park authorities
.. have had avian botulism outbreaks since 1969 .. increasing water temperatures encourages toxin production ..”
Having said that outbreaks of Avian Botulism “are more frequent in warm summers” APHA does not point out that
warm summers themselves are more frequent due to global warming & therefore makes no recommendations re
stopping this destructive phenomenon largely caused by greenhouse gas emissions.
PROPOSAL 8 suggested planting trees to shade the Lake but they will take years to grow high enough to provide
any shade. PROPOSAL 9 would cool the Lake, but even if all 9 PROPOSALS were carried out their beneficial
effects, in eliminating eutrophication / avian botulism, would be negated / neutralized by continuing global warming.
PROPOSAL 10: MCC should lead the way by demanding Manchester’s energy is generated by renewables (solar,
water, wind, etc), not fossil fuels, greenhouse gases being the prime cause of global warming. This requires
complete divestment from fossil fuels & reinvestment in research & development of renewables. Capitalism is
proving incapable of making this switch - too many vested interests at stake.
_
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ABBREVIATIONS
APHA: Animal and Plant Health Agency of DEFRA.
BHC: Boggart Hole Clough.
DEFRA: Department for the Environment, Food & Rural Affairs, central government.
MCC: Manchester City Council, landowner of BHC.
GMEU: Greater Manchester Ecology Unit, local authorities’ department.
LNR: Local Nature Reserve; in 2008, MCC in association with Natural England declared BHC a LNR.
BHCCAT: Boggart Hole Clough Community Action Trust, founded in 2000.
FoBHC: Friends of Boggart Hole Clough; in 2015, FoBHC replaced the name BHCCAT.
PFM: Peter F. Milner, BHCCAT / FoBHC Acting Secretary, peterfmilner@hotmail.com
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FoBHC’s recent efforts to maintain & improve the biodiversity health of the Lake environs.
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APPENDIX EDITING
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REFERENCED DOCUMENTS referred to as Docs 1, 2, 3 etc in pages below.
Docs listed chronologically according to publication date.
All BHCCAT, FoBHC & GMEU docs below can be seen on our website - www.boggart.org.uk
Internet links are given for the other PDFs unless stated otherwise.
1. The global importance of avian botulism, National Wildlife Health Center, USA; from Waterbirds around
the world, Joint Nature Conservation Committee / DEFRA / Scottish Natural Heritage, 2006.
http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/PDF/pub07_waterbirds_part4.2.3.pdf
2. Birds injured, some fatally, by fishing hooks & lines during 2006, BHCCAT, 16.3.2007.
3. Eutrophication of ancient Lake Ohrid - global warming amplifies detrimental effects of increased nutrient
inputs, American Society of Limnology & Oceanography, 2007; ASLO renamed 2011 to the Association for
the Sciences of Limnology & Oceanography - www.aslo.org
https://aslopubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.4319/lo.2007.52.1.0338
4. Lake & Island biodiversity health proposals, BHCCAT, 16.6.2008.
5. Climate Change and Eutrophication in Lakes, British Ecological Society, 27.7.2009.
https://www.britishecologicalsociety.org/climate-change-and-eutrophication-in-lakes/
6. Lakeside regeneration preliminary proposals, BHCCAT, 17.6.2010.
7. Lake & Island Waterbirds Sanctuary proposal, BHCCAT, 30.9.2010.
8. Lakeside Flora proposals, BHCCAT, 9.2.2011.
9. Recent planting of non-native trees spoils Ancient Woodland, BHCCAT, 28.2.2011.
10. Allied Attack - climate change & eutrophication, International Society of Limnology, 20.6.2011.
Link to article above in PDF format on website of the Freshwater Biological Association https://www.fba.org.uk/journals/index.php/IW/article/viewFile/359/263
11. Island conservation delivery plan 2011-2016, BHCCAT, 18.10.2011.
12. Minutes 5.10.2010 AGM & Executive Committee Open Meeting, BHCCAT, 27.6.2012.
13. ‘Do not feed the birds’ signage around the Lakeside, BHCCAT, 10.8.2012.
14. Proposal to create Reedbeds in the Lake, BHCCAT, 2.4.2014.
15. From Concrete to Thriving Ecological Water Feature - Boggart Hole Clough Proposed Lake Restoration,
Biomatrix Water Solutions Ltd, 7.4.2014. FoBHC can email this doc upon request.
16. BHC Lake Biodivesrsity Enhancements: Ecological Options Appraisal - Reedbeds v Floating Islands,
GMEU, May 2014.
17. Botulism in waterbirds - mortality rates & new insights into how it spreads, American Society for
Microbiology, 25.3.2016. https://phys.org/news/2016-03-botulism-waterbirds-mortalityinsights.html
18. Waterbirds habitat damaged at BHC LNR, FoBHC, 13.4.2016.
19. BHC tree works around the southern lake, GMEU, 22.1.2017.
20. Weekly Waterbirds Survey flyer / poster, FoBHC, 20.3.2017.
21. Avian botulism in UK wild waterbirds, Animal and Plant Health Agency (APHA), July 2017.
apha.defra.gov.uk/documents/surveillance/diseases/avian-botulism.pdf
22. Submission to MCC’s 16.6.2018 BHC & David Lewis Rec Stakeholders Meeting, FoBHC, 15.6.2018.
23. Weekly Waterbirds Survey - spreadsheets from 2004 to 2017 inclusive, BHCCAT/FoBHC; survey ongoing.
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Community provisional PROPOSALS elaborated
Section A re PROPOSAL 10 - stopping global warming
Information re avian botulism / eutrophication / shallow lakes / global warming.

Photo, taken at the Clough Lakeside 14.7.2018, shows a dead
Canada Goose floating in the Lake. The goose’s head has fallen backwards as avian botulism paralyses neck
muscles. Similarly, photos on page 1 above show dead Canada Geese with heads fallen forward into the water.
Joint Nature Conservation Committee, DEFRA, etc (Doc 1) re avian botulism
“On a world-wide basis, avian botulism is the most significant disease of waterbirds. Type C botulism has been
reported in waterbirds from every continent except Antarctica, and outbreaks with one million or more
waterbird deaths have been reported by the USA, Canada, and Russia .. During the last century, avian botulism
killed many millions of birds, especially waterfowl and shorebirds, and was the most significant disease of
waterbirds in total mortality. Large outbreaks of duck sickness, later recognized to be type C botulism, were
first documented in the western USA and Canada in the early 1900s .. first outbreaks of botulism in wild birds
were recorded in .. Great Britain (1969) ..
Birds primarily acquire the disease by ingesting toxin-laden food items; thus, the disease is usually a food
poisoning and not an infection .. Botulinum toxin causes a flaccid paralysis in birds, with loss of motor control,
flight and ambulation .. In the final stages of the disease, birds are unable to lift their heads; thus, the disease
has also been called limberneck. Death usually results from respiratory failure or drowning. All birds are
probably susceptible to botulinum toxin, with the exception of vultures and possibly other scavenging birds,
which may have an innate resistance to the disease ..”
Association for the Sciences of Limnology & Oceanography (Doc 3) re global warming / eutrophication
“Eutrophication of ancient Lake Ohrid - global warming amplifies detrimental effects of increased nutrient
inputs .. Lake Ohrid in southeastern Europe is one of the few ancient, long-lived lakes in the world .. On the
basis of integrated monitoring .. a progressing eutrophication was detected .. anoxia is .. expected toward the
end of the century if the rate of warming follows predictions ..”
Lake Ohrid is deep (max depth 948 feet) yet still subject to detrimental effects of global warming.
The Clough Lake is shallow - 4 feet deep - particularly vulnerable to detrimental effects of warmer weather.
British Ecological Society (Doc 5) re global warming / shallow lakes / eutrophication
“Climate Change and Eutrophication in Lakes .. With their large surface-to-volume ratios, shallow lakes are
prone to environmental change, and clear, biodiverse waters can become turbid and less biodiverse relatively
easily. It has long been known that shallow lakes might therefore be vulnerable to global warming trends, but
few studies have been conducted until now .. Although temperature rises alone are unlikely to cause a switch in
water conditions, they could intensify signs of eutrophication in shallow lakes ..”
FoBHC - Peter F. Milner, 17.10.2018: Revivifying the Lake
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Section A continues re PROPOSAL10 - stopping global warming
International Society of Limnology (Doc 10) re global warming / shallow lakes / eutrophication
“Allied Attack - climate change & eutrophication ..
‘When sorrows come, they come not single spies, but in battalions’, said the usurping king in the Denmark of
Shakespeare’s ‘Hamlet’, and so might we, when, in ravaging Earth’s resources, we multiply the problems.
For decades we have faced the worldwide problem of eutrophication, first by treating symptoms with algicides,
but increasingly by controlling nutrient loading. Now, especially from work on shallow lakes, we are realising
that climate change is intensifying the symptoms of eutrophication in freshwaters .. & perhaps that
eutrophication can concomitantly promote climate change ..
Other things being equal, algal crops will increase with warming, and because of the high temperature optima
for growth of many cyanobacteria and their resistance to grazing by small zooplankters, the proportion of this
sometimes-toxic group may increase ..
Cyanobacterial dominance, predominance of floating plants, and perhaps even complete loss of underwater
vegetation, occurs at lower nutrient concentrations as temperatures increase ..”
American Society for Microbiology (Doc 17) re global warming / eutrophication / avian botulism
This doc - Botulism in waterbirds - mortality rates & new insights into how it spreads - says that global
warming increases eutrophication in which avian botulism bacteria grows thus increasing outbreaks of the
disease & mortality of waterbirds.
Greater Manchester Ecology Unit (Doc 19) re eutrophication / avian botulism
This doc says the Clough Lake “has experienced toxic algal ‘blooms’ .. eutrophication & oxygen depletion ..
eutrophication can lead to incidents of fatal disease in water birds ..”
Animal and Plant Health Agency (Doc 21) re global warming / eutrophication / avian botulism
“Avian botulism is .. caused by ingestion of toxin produced by the bacterium Clostridium botulinum .. an
anaerobic (oxygen intolerant) bacterium that multiplies in putrefying plant & animal material & is thus often
found in lakes in periods of anoxic conditions & poor water quality ..
.. incidents of suspected botulism .. are more frequent in warm summers .. The London Park authorities .. have
had avian botulism outbreaks since 1969 .. increasing water temperatures encourages toxin production ..”
Met Office website (metoffice.gov.uk) re global warming
“2.8.2018 News release .. the annual report State of the Climate in 2017 released yesterday by the American
Meteorological Society .. highlights that 2017 is among the top three warmest years for global temperature
since records began in 1850, following on from 2015 & 2016 as the other warmest years ..”
“31.8.2018 News release .. 2018 was clearly the warmest summer on record for England ..”
Oxford English Dictionary: “Anoxia: absence of oxygen .. Eutrophic: of a lake .. rich in nutrients & so
supporting a dense plant population, the decomposition of which kills animal life by depriving it of oxygen ..
Eutrophication: excessive richness of nutrients in a lake .. frequently due to run-off from the land, which
causes a dense growth of plant life .. Algicide: substance poisonous to algae .. Cyanobacteria: microorganisms related to bacteria but capable of photosynthesis .. blue-green algae ..”
As global warming contributes to the occurrence of both eutrophication & avian botulism in the Clough Lake, it
follows that campaigning, urging MCC & governments worldwide to stop global warming necessarily becomes
an integral part of our activity - PROPOSAL 10.
FoBHC - Peter F. Milner, 17.10.2018: Revivifying the Lake
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Section B re PROPOSAL 8 - shading trees
Latter decades of 20th century Island edge trees overhang or fall into the Lake, while remaining attached to
the Island, & provide Great Crested Grebes, Coots & Moorhens with a habitat of branches in the water on
which to build their floating nests. Many of these Island edge trees are Willows purposely planted circa 1910
when Lake & Island opened. The designer perhaps had in mind how the Willows would naturally mature,
leaning into the Lake providing a Waterbirds nesting habitat.
2007 Sweep of Manchester Poplars, at the southern Lakeside, felled due to Venturia Populina disease.

Photos above taken 10.2.2007 (left) & 11.9.2018 (right) show similar Lakeside views.
Earlier photo (left) shows sweep of Manchester Poplars soon before they were felled. These trees provided
some shade to the Lake. As with the special purpose of the Island edge trees (described above), the designer of
the Lake & Island probably planted this sweep of trees with their shading function in mind.
Later photo (right) shows same area looking bare, the Lake exposed, with some non-native tree saplings set
back from the promenade edge. We protested this MCC planting scheme (Doc 9). We had proposed planting a
sweep of White Willows (Docs 6 & 8) which we re-propose now - PROPOSAL 8.
Doc 6: “15 Manchester Poplars felled 2007 leaving Area treeless .. Re-establish original distinctive sweep of
trees .. by planting line of 15 White Willows .. a species already growing in the Clough. Watersides are natural
preferred habitat of Willows. Willow bark fallen into water can help suppress blue-green algae (‘Problem pond
plants – managing algae, duckweed & other floating plants’, Ponds Conservation Trust, 2001).”
The sweep of Manchester Poplars shaded the east end of the Lake. Thin algae first appeared in the Lake during
summers after the Poplars were felled.
As discussed, we had proposed that MCC should replace the felled Poplars with White Willows. We re-propose
this now with the added purpose that the White Willows, which grow to 90 feet high, will shade & cool the
Lake’s east end thus helping to prevent recurrence of avian botulism.
But, considering the importance of cooling the Lake, this proposal needs modifying - the sweep of trees should
extend south-westwards beside the Lakeside promenade to shade as much of the Lake as possible. Common
Alders could form this extension, also indigenous waterside trees, which grow to 75 feet high.
A decade or more will pass before these trees are tall enough to begin providing the Lake with some shade. So,
the sooner they are planted the better.
_
_
_
_
_
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Section C re PROPOSAL 1 - removal of floating islands
Summers of 2007 to 2014 Some thin blue-green algae in the Lake.
May 2014 GMEU reports Lake suffering “from a build-up of nutrients & from periodic blooms of blue-green
algae” & to ameliorate problem recommends installation of floating islands & electric pumps to oxygenate the
water (Doc 16).
July-August 2014 Many of Lake’s Great Crested Grebes, Mallards, Tufted Ducks & Geese die. Avian
botulism mooted as cause of deaths - see emails 31, 32 below.
March 2015 As recommended by GMEU (Doc 16), MCC installed electric pumps & 12 floating islands.
July 2015 Thick widespread algae / eutrophication appears for first time - see 11.7.2015 photo below.

Photos above, taken at the Lakeside, show floating islands. Left 11.7.2015 photo shows thick algae in
foreground, an artificial floating island in middle ground, the natural Island in background. Right 10.3.2018
photo shows 2 decaying / disintegrating floating islands.
March 2016 MCC cuts away some branches lying in the Lake attached to the Island, destroying section of
Waterbirds habitat (Doc 18).
Summer 2016 Thick widespread algae / eutrophication for 2nd year running.
January 2017 GMEU (Doc 19) reports Lake suffering from “toxic algal ‘blooms’” & “eutrophication &
oxygen depletion of the Lake waters” & recommends removal of Island edge trees.
OED: “Eutrophication: excessive richness of nutrients in a lake .. frequently due to run-off from the land, which
causes a dense growth of plant life ..”
This definition suggests the Lake’s eutrophication is “due to run-off from” the floating islands of fertilizer
nutrients and/or nutrients from decaying plant material on the floating islands falling / leaching into the Lake,
which “causes a dense growth of” algae. This is illustrated by the 10.3.2018 photo above, showing rotting
vegetation on 2 of the 12 floating islands.
So, GMEU’s 2104 report (Doc 16), before installation of floating islands, doesn’t mention eutrophication. Only
GMEU’s 2017 report (Doc 19) talks about eutrophication, after installation of floating islands. In other words,
after floating islands were installed the Lake became eutrophic, from which we might reasonably conclude that
the floating islands caused the Lake’s eutrophication. But instead of recommending removal of the artificial
floating islands, the GMEU’s 2017 report (Doc 19) recommends removal of trees around the edge of the natural
Island. This is illogical, irrational, unreasonable, flies in the face of the evidence.
_
_
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Section C continued re PROPOSAL 1 - removal of floating islands
Summer 2017 - Thick widespread algae / eutrophication for 3rd year running.
February 2018 - As recommended by GMEU (Doc 19), MCC removes more Island edge trees destroying 2
Coots’ nests - see emails 11 to 16 below. GMEU/MCC are compounding problems, not solving them,
carelessly wrecking BHC Local Nature Reserve’s Waterbirds Sanctuary.
Summer 2018 Thick algae / eutrophication 4th year running, since installation of floating islands.

Couple more photos, taken 6.10.2018, show rotting vegetation cascading / spilling from a floating island into
the Lake, adding nutrients to the water.
Thick widespread algae / eutrophication has appeared each Summer since the installation of the floating islands
in March 2015. The only other significant change that has taken place is the installation of electric pumps
oxygenating the Lake. We therefore conclude that, in combination with warmer weather, the floating islands
have caused this thick widespread algae / eutrophication. What other reasonable conclusion can there be ?
We therefore advocate removal of the floating islands - PROPOSAL 1. Below, more reasons for PROPOSAL 1
- removal of the floating islands.
Besides the way the floating islands inadvertently add nutrients to the Lake causing eutrophication, as discussed
above, its been suggested they could also act as heaters (like heating elements immersed in a water tank as in an
immersion heater), heating up under the sun’s heat then conducting this heat into the water, thereby further
increasing eutrophication & likelihood of avian botulism recurring.
Also its been noticed how the floating islands act as windbreaks / windshields, preventing natural aeration /
oxygenation of the Lake. Wind rippled water can be seen in left photo below, but not in right photo.

The alternatives - same view of the Lake & Island.
Left photo taken 13.11.2006. Right photo taken 11.8.2018, shows view clogged with floating islands & algae.
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Section D re PROPOSAL 3 - removing rubbish

Two photos taken at the Lakeside.

Left photo above taken 2.11.2012.

Right photo taken 7.2.2014.

2.11.2012, FoBHC conservationists, Mervyn Romain & Peter Milner, using rakes, dredged an approx 25 foot x
15 foot section of the Lake adjacent to the south central edge of the Island.
The dredged up material was first deposited on the Island edge. Leaves & twigs were scattered on the Island.
The remaining material - rubbish people have thrown into the Lake - was carried across to the Lakeside
promenade. Before depositing this rubbish at pre-arranged place for collection by MCC pickup truck, we laid it
out on grass beside promenade to photograph (left photo above) & examine.
We counted: 4 glass bottles including 1 milk bottle, 9 plastic bottles, 1 plastic container (Calypso Orange), 2
small plastic tubs, 93 plastic bags (52 bread bags, 13 crisp packets, 11 carrier bags, 17 miscellaneous bags), 14
cans (including 2 Foster’s lager, 2 Dr Pepper, 3 Coca Cola, 2 Carlsberg, 1 Stella Artois, 2 7Up, 1 Kronenbourg
1664), 20 foot x 3 inch plastic striped tape / ribbon attached to 4 foot metal pole, pink balloon with silver
tassels, 1 broken plastic paddle, metal skeleton of table, 10 lengths of fishing line including 2 large bundles.
As stated, this rubbish was dredged up from area of approx 42 square yards which is (if calculation correct)
about one 464th the area of the Lake, approx 19,500 square yards. The slow circulation of water around the
Island seems to gradually accumulate light weight rubbish closer to the Island.
Conservative rough estimate: Lake contains 50 times more rubbish than itemized above / shown in the photo.
Nearer the promenade is heavier dumped material - rubble, concrete blocks - which can be seen through the
water.
Right photo above, taken 7.2.2014, shows bundle of discarded fishing line/s pulled out of the Lake; hand
holding it up to be photographed belongs to Paul McCrystal. See Doc 2.
Animal and Plant Health Agency (Doc 21): “Avian botulism .. Preventative measures .. Clostridium botulinum
bacteria and resistant bacterial spores are present in rotting material and in the lake sediments / silts .. Removal of
decaying plant material (including leaves) from the water .. Drain the lake completely and remove silt and mud ..”
To restate PROPOSAL 3: MCC should drain the Clough Lake & remove silt, mud, rubble, discarded fishing lines &
other accumulated rubbish. Then refill the Lake with fresh water overflowing from the Fish Pond. Thereafter, rake
leaves out of the Lake routinely as required.
_
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Section E re PROPOSAL 5 - Do not feed the birds signage

The bacteria of avian botulism (a disease which has killed many birds on this Lake)
multiplies in rotting organic material in the Lake such as food thrown to the birds.
Therefore, please do not feed the birds.
Above, possible image & wording for improved ‘Do not feed the birds’ signage around the Lakeside.
Animal & Plant Health Agency (Doc 21): “Avian botulism is a paralytic & often fatal disease caused by
ingestion of toxin produced by the bacterium Clostridium .. that multiplies in putrefying plant & animal
material .. Preventative measures .. Prevention of addition of organic materials to the water e.g. suspending
public feeding of birds ..”
In 2012, aided by a MCC grant, FoBHC installed ‘Do not feed the birds’ Lakeside signage. The Lake had not
suffered an outbreak of avian botulism at this time. Signage was necessary for other reasons - see Doc 13. In
2016, MCC installed further similar public display signs.
Despite this signage, some people still continue feeding birds at the Lakeside.
Black & red graphic above, courtesy of Thanet District Council, from whom in 2012 we obtained permission to
use this image on Lakeside signage - see Doc 13.
PROPOSAL 5: MCC should use this image, in combination with the same or similar wording as suggested
above, to produce & install improved signage around the Lakeside.
Rather than feeding birds, FoBHC encourages watching birds, ornithology. Since 2004, we’ve carried out a
Weekly Waterbirds Survey, see Docs 20 & 23.
Please note - the above strictures re public feeding of birds apply to the Clough Lakeside only. We’re not
suggesting people should not feed birds generally, in their gardens, in other parks, or even in other areas of the
Clough.
_
_
_
_
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Section F re PROPOSAL 7 - oxygenating plants
Animal & Plant Health Agency (Doc 21): “Avian botulism .. Preventative measures .. Maintaining healthy
communities of oxygenating plants ..”
FoBHC proposes that MCC, after having carried out some previously proposed measures (PROPOSAL 1 removed floating islands, PROPOSAL 3 - drained Lake, removed contaminated silt, mud & rubbish, refilled
with fresh water), should establish indigenous oxygenating plants with submerged foliage which during
daylight absorb carbon dioxide from the water & release oxygen into it; also, by absorbing nutrients from the
water they deter growth of algae.
Some plants with these necessary qualities are shown in 4 photos below from the internet, public domain.
1st & 2nd photos show free-floating plants -

Spiked Water Milfoil, Myriophyllum Spicatum - photo courtesy of watersidenursery.co.uk

-Hornwort, Ceratophyllum Demersum - photo courtesy of mr-fothergills.co.uk
3rd & 4th photos show floating plants which require sediment to root into -

Common Water Starwort, Callitriche Stagnalis - photo courtesy of thewildflowersociety.com

Water Crowfoot, Ranunculus Aquatilis - photo courtesy of wildflowersofireland.net
Plants established in the Lake will require MCC’s ongoing management e.g. to prevent them potentially
spreading detrimentally.
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Section G re PROPOSAL 9 - deepening the Lake
Animal & Plant Health Agency (Doc 21): “Avian botulism .. incidents .. are more frequent in warm summers ..
Preventative measures .. Maintaining good circulation of water .. Prevention of the water level falling .. Make
the lake deeper by dredging .. this slows the increase in water temperature (increasing water temperatures
encourages toxin production) ..”
For further info re shallow lakes / avian botulism / eutrophication / global warming, see Section A.
The Clough Lake is lined with bricks so perhaps not possible to deepen it directly, but it could be deepened
indirectly.

Two satellite photos, courtesy of Google Earth, imagery date 24.3.2017.
Left photo shows the Lake & adjacent Fish Pond to the north / top of photo. The Lake is 4 feet deep, the Fish
Pond much deeper, perhaps 10 feet deep, & not brick-lined.
Right photo shows close-up of the 10 yards wide earth barrier between the two waterbodies. The Lakeside
promenade can be seen stretching along this barrier.
The Lake overflows through a pipe at its south side which exits into Boggart Hole Brook.
The Fish Pond overflows into a tributary clough of Boggart Hole Clough, sometimes referred to as Fish Pond
Clough.
The Fish Pond also overflows through a narrow pipe into the Lake. Unlike the Fish Pond, the Lake has no
natural watershed flowing into it. Besides rain falling directly into it, the Lake is dependent upon the Fish Pond
for its water.
This past warm summer the Lake’s water level fell by a foot, & still remains low, whilst the Fish Pond water
level was & remains high.
The Lake’s water level could be kept higher, its circulation increased & water kept cooler by breaching the
barrier between the two waterbodies to create a larger, deeper waterbody. A footbridge could be built across
this breach or the promenade could be redirected around the Fish Pond.
The Fish Pond’s overflow into Fish Pond Clough could be heightened so it only overflows to prevent flooding.
So then, under normal conditions, all water entering the Fish Pond would flow through the Lake & overflow
through the pipe at its south side, creating a current across the Lake, north to south.
As global warming continues measures must be taken to cool the Lake to prevent avian botulism recurring.
Trees planted to shade the Lake (PROPOSAL 8) will take years to grow high enough to provide any shade.
Therefore, PROPOSAL 9 - MCC should breach the barrier between the Lake & Fish Pond, uniting them into a
single, deeper, bigger volume of water. The inflow of cooler water from the deeper & more shaded Fish Pond
would improve circulation / oxygenation, making the new, larger Lake less prone to warming, eutrophication &
avian botulism.
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Section H summary of PROPOSALS.

These photos taken at the Lakeside illustrate how trees overhanging or fallen into the Lake, while remaining
attached to the Island, are essential providing Great Crested Grebes, Coots & Moorhens with a habitat of branches in
the water on which they build their floating nests; they also provide Herons with perches to stand on. Left & middle
photos taken 26.4.2008 by Paul McCrystal show nesting Coots. Right photo taken 14.5.2017 by Steve
Lestrange shows perching Herons. MCC/GMEU threaten to remove these trees, see pages 2, 9-10, 18-20, 22.
_

The community provisional PROPOSALS, discussed in pages above, are informed by sustained interest in &
conservation experience of the Lake environs going back many years as can be seen from docs on our website.
As a central feature of Boggart Hole Clough Local Nature Reserve, the Lake & Island Waterbirds Sanctuary requires
especially careful conservation management to protect its wildlife interest & restore its biodiversity health.

The Lake’s condition became more comprehensible during 2018 

Avian botulism was confirmed as the disease that caused the deaths of waterbirds this summer (email 5),
leaving little doubt the disease also caused deaths of waterbirds in previous years, see emails 18-23 from
2016 & emails 31-2 from 2014.

We ascertained that the main contributory factors causing the Lake’s eutrophication, in which avian botulism
bacteria grows, were 

Global warming which amplifies eutrophication, see Section A. The Lake is particularly vulnerable to
warmer weather due to o The Lake’s lack of shade. Its conjectured that felling of the shading Manchester Poplars in 2007 triggered
growth of thin algae, first signs of Lake’s later eutrophication, see Section B.
o The Lake’s shallowness which allows warmer weather to quickly raise water temperature, see Section G.



The floating islands, installed 2015, which suddenly & dramatically increased the Lake’s algae,
precipitating eutrophication, see Section C.

In July 2015, after installation of floating islands (March 2015), we initially misidentified the resulting thick
widespread algae as Pygmy Weed (emails 24-30) but our concern was not misplaced as it alerted us to what
transpired to be the Lake’s eutrophication (Doc 19).
Pygmy Weed was confirmed growing on the ground beside the Lakeside promenade (email 26). Email 25
requested that MCC keep us informed re measures taken to reduce Pygmy Weed. We were not kept informed
but the invasion appears to have subsided.
Biomatrix’s experiment of floating islands in the Lake was a failure, the islands proved to be harmful,
precipitating eutrophication, rendering them redundant. FoBHC’s proposal for reedbeds in the Lake (Doc 14,
emails 33-57) may likewise be considered largely redundant as they would effectively make the Lake
shallower. There is perhaps a case for a much reduced area of permanent reebeds around the Lake’s inner &
outer edges. But, for the present, we’ve left the proposal to create reedbeds to one side for future consideration.
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APPENDIX
FoBHC email correspondence 2013 to 2018 re the Lake environs
1. Sent 6.8.2018, 07:37
From Paul Rosenbloom @ MCC. To: John Biggs, Jon Atkin @ MMC, Karen Galston, PFM, Cllrs Basil Curley,
Hannah Priest & Veronica Kirkpatrick.
Subject: Re: Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
Good Morning, Thus far, 18 deceased Geese have been taken by the company recommended to us by DEFRA
for disposal. They are due on site again today to pick up 2 more: one Canadian Goose and one Mallard. DEFRA
themselves took 4 Geese when they attended and the RSPCA have been on the water clearing the ill looking
birds. All in all, at the last count, about 25-30 Canada Geese have been taken from the water (ill / deceased) and
one Mallard. No further reports have been received from the past weekend. ..
Paul Rosenbloom, Neighbourhood Engagement and Delivery Officer (Charlestown & Blackley), North Area
Parks Team, The Neighbourhoods Service, Neighbourhoods Directorate, MCC. POSTAL ADDRESS ..
Boggart Hole Clough, Visitor Centre, Charlestown Road, Blackley, Manchester, M9 7DF ..
2. Sent 5.8.2018, 09:44
From: Jon Atkin @ MCC. To: John Biggs, Karen Galston, PFM, Cllrs Basil Curley, Hannah Priest & Veronica
Kirkpatrick.
Subject: Re: Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
Hi everyone, We were waiting until the outbreak dies down to report but unfortunately it’s still ongoing. Paul
will be able to provide the numbers of birds affected when he is back in after the weekend. All dead birds are
being collected, bagged and disposed of via a company recommended by DEFRA. Best, Jon
Jon Atkin, North Area Manager, Citywide Parks Team, The Neighbourhoods Service, Growth and
Neighbourhoods Directorate, MCC .. Visitor Centre, Boggart Hole Clough, Charlestown Road, Blackley,
Manchester, M9 7DH ..
3. Sent 4.8.2018, 07:39
From: PFM. To: Jon Atkin @ MCC. Cc: John Biggs, Karen Galston, PFM, Cllrs Basil Curley, Hannah Priest,
Veronica Kirkpatrick.
Subject: Re: Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
.. From your 15.7.2018 email below, we understood that DEFRA was due to visit during the week beginning
Monday 16.7.2018. May we know the outcome of the visit ? Did they make recommendations or write a report
? And, can you tell us the number of dead Waterbirds (specifying species) taken out of the Lake during the last
month ? An update re the situation would be appreciated. ..
4. Sent: 16.7.2018, 19:13
From: PFM. To: Jon Atkin @ MCC. Cc: John Biggs, Karen Galston, Paul Rosenbloom @ MCC, PFM, Cllrs
Basil Curley, Hannah Priest, Veronica Kirkpatrick.
Subject: Re: Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
.. Thanks for your email below. Will be interested to know outcome of forthcoming DEFRA visit. ..
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
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5. Sent: 15.7.2018, 08:30
From: Jon Atkin @ MCC. To: John Biggs. Cc: Karen Galston, Paul Rosenbloom @ MCC, PFM, Cllrs Basil
Curley, Hannah Priest, Veronica Kirkpatrick.
Subject: Re: Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
.. Thanks for getting in touch. We have contacted DEFRA about the dead ducks and have been advised that this
is due to avian botulism - part of a wider outbreak across several other sites. Andy from my team has been
removing the dead birds from the lake before they can start to rot and DEFRA will be arranging a site visit in
the coming week. ..
6. Sent 14.7.2018, 19:41
From: John Biggs. To: Jon Atkin @ MCC. Cc: Karen Galston, Paul Rosenbloom @ MCC, PFM, Cllrs Basil
Curley, Hannah Priest, Veronica Kirkpatrick.
Subject: Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
Dear All. I have noticed that there is a couple of pictures on Blackley remembered site and there are comments
going round about the condition of the lake, Nobody Cares etc. Dead Ducks which I think may have been
removed today? It seems to be a widespread problem going around different parts of the country. People are
continuing feeding the wild life with bread and there are enough notices around the lake not to feed. Is this
problem in hand and being dealt with and I could then relay or if somebody can place an announcement on the
Blackley Remembers website ? Just to stop people from Scaremongering if that's the proper word I'm looking
for? Thanks John Biggs.
John Biggs (Centre Manager) Whitemoss Club for Young People, Southdown Crescent, Blackley ..
7. Sent 21.2.2018, 17:16
From: PFM. To: Jon Atkin @ MCC. Bcc: 68 FoBHC contacts.
Subject: Re: GMEU report re Boggart Hole Clough Lake & Island.
.. Re attached document: Boggart Hole Clough tree works around the southern Lake, Greater Manchester
Ecology Unit, 22.1.2017. [Doc 19]
Thanks for your email below permitting us to publish this report on our website & Facebook page. We will
likely get back to you in due course with some comments re this GMEU report & related arboricultural
operations [Doc 22]. ..
8. Sent: 21.2.2018, 15:20
From: Atkin @ MCC. To: PFM.
Subject: Re: GMEU report re Boggart Hole Clough Lake & Island.
.. Sorry Peter - yes, that's fine. Best, Jon. ..
9. Sent: 21.2.2018, 15:14
From: PFM. To: Jon Atkin @ MCC. Bcc: 68 FoBHC contacts.
.. Thanks for your email below sent earlier today with attached Word doc: Boggart Hole Clough tree works
around the southern Lake, Greater Manchester Ecology Unit, 22.1.2017. [Doc 19]
Do we have your permission to publish this report on our website & Facebook page (please see our 12.2.2018
email below) ? ..
10. Sent: 21.2.2018, 12:56
From: Jon Atkin. To: PFM.
Subject: Re: Boggart Hole Clough Lake & Island.
.. I am now back from leave and so apologies for the delay. Here is the requested report [Doc 19]. ..
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11. Sent: 12.2.2018, 10:11
From: PFM. To: Jon Atkin @ MCC. Cc: 68 FoBHC contacts.
Subject: Boggart Hole Clough Lake & Island.
.. Greater Manchester Ecology Unit (GMEU) report re the Lake & Island. [Doc 19]
Thanks for your 7.2.2018 email below.
We were relieved to read that the current arboricultural operation along the Lake / Island ecotone “is about to
conclude” & hope it has now in fact concluded. However, the fallen tree, about which we wrote in our emails
below, has been sawn up & stacked on the Island & the two Coot nests, formerly attached to the tree, have
gone.
You wrote that you “are undertaking this work on the recommendation of the Ecology Unit” & you mention
their “report”.
We were grateful to receive from MCC previous reports & permission to publish these on our website, e.g.
Boggart Hole Clough SBI - Ecological Assessment & Management Proposals, GMEU, April 2016.
We would likewise be grateful if you would send us the GMEU Lake & Island report you mention in your
email & permit us to publish this also on our website.
As you know, we have long maintained an active interest & played an active part in the conservation
management of the Lake & Island, as many documents on our website testify.
Sharing the GMEU Lake & Island report, so we can understand the reasoning behind the GMEU’s conservation
management proposals, will enable us potentially to support the proposals, although perhaps with misgivings.
We look forward to hearing from you. ..

This 8.2.2018 photo shows tree sawn up & stacked on the Island as
described in above email; photo was not attached to email.
12. Sent: 7.2.2018, 14:19
From: Jon Atkin @ MCC. To: PFM.
Subject: Re: Mismanagement of Boggart Hole Clough Local Nature Reserve.
.. Many thanks for your correspondence about this matter. We are undertaking this work on the
recommendation of the Ecology Unit, the report into which concluded:


The reduction in organic matter inputs to the southern Lake at Boggart Hole Clough, in combination with
other interventions, will improve the long-term ecosystem health of the Lake and will increase Lake
biodiversity in the longer term.



Although the removal of fallen trees and branches from around the southern Lake at Boggart Hole Clough
may cause some temporary harm to nesting birds this harm is capable of being mitigated.

The work is being carried out in two phases to avoid disruption to wildlife. The current phase is about to
conclude. ..
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13. Sent: 7.2.2018, 07:41
From: PFM. To: Jon Atkin @ MCC. Cc: 35 FoBHC contacts.
Subject: Mismanagement of Boggart Hole Clough Local Nature Reserve.

1

2

3

.. MCC’s mismanagement of the Waterbirds Sanctuary at Boggart Hole Clough Local Nature Reserve.
Thanks for your 5.2.2018 email below.
As our emails below indicate, we are concerned re arboricultural operations presently being carried out along
the Lake / Island ecotone where Island trees leaning or fallen into the Lake, while remaining attached to the
Island, create a habitat for nesting Great Crested Grebes, Moorhens & Coots, enabling them to build nests on
the water attached to branches of these leaning / fallen trees.
Mildred Willner’s 4.2.2018 email below [email 16] describes one fallen tree in particular, on the Island’s north
side, where nesting Coots are being disturbed by arboricultural operations you commissioned.
Please see three photos attached showing this same fallen tree:
1st photo, taken 3.2.2018: At left, Coot paddling towards nest. Above, freshly sawn stumps show small
overhanging branches once hiding the nest have been cut away, exposing the nest, making the Coots abandon
this nest.
2nd photo, taken 3.2.2018: Tree’s 2 main branches can be seen in the water. Attached to left branch, the
abandoned exposed nest. Attached to right branch, new nest Coots building having abandoned building of
exposed nest. A Coot can be seen on this nest partly obscured by small overhanging branches.
3rd photo, taken 6.2.2018: Same fallen tree, now with a powdering of snow. Someone with chainsaw,
commissioned by MCC, cutting bottom of tree with apparent intention of detaching tree from the Island &
removing it from the Lake, destroying this section of the Waterbirds’ habitat.
The Gov.uk website, 6.2.2018, states: “Wild birds: protection .. From: Natural England and Department for
Environment, Food & Rural Affairs .. You’re breaking the law if you .. intentionally take, damage or destroy a
wild bird’s nest while it’s being used or built ..” Link to this Gov.uk page - https://www.gov.uk/guidance/wildbirds-protection-surveys-and-licences
Does this quote, from the Gov.uk website, not indicate that the above described MCC commissioned
arboricultural operation is illegal & should therefore be stopped immediately ? ..
14. Sent: 5.2.2018, 09:19
From: Jon Atkin @ MCC. To: Mildred Willner. Cc: PFM.
Subject: Re: URGENT - Habitat destruction.
Many thanks for your emails about this matter. We commissioned the tree work on the island in an effort to
reduce the amount of organic matter and nutrient inputs to the lake which in turn should aid the reduction of
eutrophication. We commissioned this work after asking advice from the Greater Manchester Ecology Unit and
the project will be undertaken in two phases to avoid any prolonged disruption to wildlife. The project was
mentioned at the recent Stakeholder Group meeting which you were unfortunately unable to attend.
_
_
_
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15. Sent: 5.2.2018, 05:40
From: PFM. To: Jon Atkin @ MCC. Cc: 35 FoBHC contacts.
Subject: Boggart Hole Clough conservation management.
.. Management of the Waterbirds Sanctuary at Boggart Hole Clough Local Nature Reserve.
I agree with Mildred Willner’s email below, sent yesterday 4.2.2018, which requests that you stop any further
operations on & around the Lake Island.
Since the middle of January this year, we’ve observed Coots building their floating nests on branches attached
to the Island, & Herons standing on & reclaiming their nests in Island trees. So the nesting season has begun
earlier than usual this year, presumably due to unusually mild winter weather although interspersed with cold
snaps.
The Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 makes it an offence to unnecessarily disturb nesting birds.
Any human activity on & around the Island will likely scare off Herons from nesting, threatening the future of
the Heronry.
Sawing branches off Island trees lying in the Lake, as Mildred describes in her email, is destroying the habitat
of Great Crested Grebes, Coots & Moorhens.
Do you not remember our email correspondence in 2016 re precisely this subject when you halted the same
sawing operations ? Considering this earlier correspondence, I would have expected you to discuss the matter
with us before embarking on any further such operations. [see Doc 18]
Please confirm that you will ensure these operations, before any more damage is done, are promptly stopped. ..
16. Sent: 4.2.2018, 13:16
From: Mildred Willner. To: Jon Atkin @ MCC. Cc: PFM.
Subject: URGENT - Habitat destruction.
.. I should like to ask who commissioned or approved the recent work on the lake island at Boggart Hole
Clough, and to draw your attention to the needless destruction of the nesting habitat that has occurred.
Yesterday at the weekly bird count it was noticed that there were fresh cuts to trees where branches had been
removed. In particular there was a branch overhanging into the lake where coots have been nesting for a
number of years. Indeed the branch on which the nest had been built had not been cut, but the branches
surrounding & above the nest had been ruthlessly cut away - LEAVING THE NEST COMPLETLY
EXPOSED. The coot that had built the nest was observed removing the sticks from the nest and using them to
build a new nest further along where the over hanging branches had not been cut away.
Also, last week we saw herons reclaiming & standing on their nests for the new breeding season. Any
disturbance caused by the people working on & around the island will drive them away.
We had a very similar issue with the park authorities two years ago, when we found a similar sort of work in
progress and we were able to have it stopped. [see Doc 18]
I would like to reiterate that there is absolutely no need to remove the island's overhanging branches - they are
in fact providing valuable habitat for nesting and should be completely left alone.
This is the beginning of the nesting season and it is I believe against the law to disturb nesting birds. This is a
nature reserve and should be respected and managed so.
Could you please give me assurance that this “work” will stop, and that absolutely no more disturbance to the
birds or their habitat will happen because of misguided presumably council commissioned work. ..
_
_
_
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17. Sent 29.9.2016, 17:45
From: Jon Atkin @ MCC. To: PFM.
Subject: Jon Atkin is out of the office.
I will be out of the office starting 29/09/2016 and will not return until 05/10/2016. .. [No further response from
MCC was forthcoming re issues, concerned with the Lake environs, raised in several preceding emails]
18. Sent: 22.9.2016, 06:22
From: PFM. To: Jon Atkin @ MCC. Cc: 19 FoBHC contacts including Duncan Brown @ Natural England,
David Barlow & Steve Flood @ MCC, Derek Richardson & Stephen Atkins @ GMEU.
Subject: Boggart Hole Clough Lake Waterbirds.

.. I trust you received my 18.9.2016 email, titled Section of Bailey's Wood chain-sawed down, regarding which
we await your response. [see FoBHC Facebook page - 18.9.2016, 29.9.2016 & 6.11.2016 posts]
We also await your response to 19.8.2016 email below regarding the Continuing poor condition of Lake's
waterbirds at Boggart Hole Clough.
Since then, on Saturday 27.8.2016, we saw a Canada Goose on the Lakeside promenade trailing fishing line
wrapped around a leg. We were told this had been reported to MCC.
And last Saturday, 17.9.2016, we saw a dead Canada Goose floating in the Lake, head submerged, neck
apparently broken as can be seen in photo attached. This had also already been reported to MCC. ..
19. Sent: 19.8.2016, 06:44
From: PFM. To: Jon Atkin @ MCC. Cc: 17 FoBHC contacts including Duncan Brown @ Natural England,
David Barlow & Steve Flood @ MCC, Derek Richardson & Stephen Atkins @ GMEU.
Subject: Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
.. Continuing poor condition of Lake's waterbirds at Boggart Hole Clough.
Last Saturday, 13.8.2016, we saw a dead Mallard floating in the Lake which someone later removed.
On Tuesday, Mildred Willner reported an ill-looking Canada Goose on the Lake - please see her 16.8.2016
email below. [email 20]
Late April / early May this year, two Swans died in the Lake - see 19.5.2016 email pasted in below. [email 23]
In 2014, Avian Botulism wiped out most of the Lake's waterbirds. [see email 32]
GMEU's 5.8.2014 email (pasted in below) [email 31] said DEFRA had not yet established that it was Avian
Botulism; we have not been updated re whether or not this was confirmed.
Your colleague Mr Flood's 5.8.2016 email (pasted in below) [email 21], re autopsy results for the two dead
Swans mentioned above, while giving no details stated "the RSPCA have advised there is no cause for
concern."
The RSPCA's lack of concern suggests they are unaware of the multiple fatalities in 2014.
We would be grateful if you would update us regarding whether or not Avian Botulism was confirmed & what
is being done to restore the Lake to a healthy condition where Swans & other waterbirds can thrive. ..
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20. Sent: 16.8.2016, 11:05
From: Mildred Willner. To: PFM.
Subject: Another Dead/dying bird.
.. I was just having a walk round the lake and saw another very ill looking bird - this was a Canada Goose - it
had its head tucked under its wing as though it was asleep but I think it was either dead or very ill. Also had
another look where we saw those two objects that we thought might be dead birds, and having had another look
I think they are - one I think might be a mallard and the other a canada - but not absolutely sure. ..
21. Sent: 5.8.2016, 09:31
From: Steve Flood @ MCC. To: PFM.
Subject: RE: Swans at Boggart Hole Clough.
.. We received the autopsy results 2 weeks ago and the results are inconclusive, the RSPCA have advised there
is no cause for concern.
Steve Flood, Neighbourhood Engagement / Delivery Officer, Charlestown & Blackley Wards, Citywide Parks
Team, The Neighbourhoods Service, Growth & Neighbourhoods, MCC .. Visitor Centre, Boggart Hole Clough,
Charlestown Road, Blackley, Manchester, M9 7DF ..
22. Sent: 4.8.2016, 21:19
From: PFM. To: Steve Flood @ MCC. Cc: Duncan Brown @ Natural England, Jon Atkin @ MCC, Derek
Richardson @ GMEU, Cllr Basil Curley, David Earl, Joan Cairns, Keith Heesom, Mervyn Romain, Mildred
Willner, Rob Butler, Sarah Gorman, Tony Adderley.
Subject: RE: Swans at Boggart Hole Clough.
.. Eleven weeks ago, on 19th May, I sent you an email (see below) requesting that you forward the autopsy
results for the two Swans found dead in the Lake at Boggart Hole Clough. To date we have received no
response from you regarding this matter. We hope to hear from you soon. ..
23. Sent: 19.5.2016, 19:33
From: PFM. To: Steve Flood @ MCC. Cc: Duncan Brown @ Natural England, Jon Atkin @ MCC, Derek
Richardson @ GMEU, Cllr Basil Curley, David Earl, Joan Cairns, Keith Heesom, Mervyn Romain, Mildred
Willner, Rob Butler, Sarah Gorman, Tony Adderley.
.. Last Saturday, 14.5.2016, Donna Corry (MCC Parks Warden) informed us that 2 or 3 weeks ago two Swans
were found floating dead in the Lake at Boggart. She said they had been sent to Liverpool for autopsy. When
received, we would be grateful if you would forward the autopsy results. ..
_
_

Email correspondence between MCC & FoBHC from 15.3.2016 & 6.4.2016 are omitted here as they can be
seen in PDF: Waterbirds habitat damaged at BHC LNR - Doc 18.
_
_

24. Sent: 29.9.2015, 19:49
From: Mildred Willner. To: Pauline Clarke @ MCC. Cc: PFM, Cllr Mark Hackett.
Subject: Pigmy weed.
.. Re Pigmy Weed. I am concerned that nothing seems to be being done about the invasion of Pigmy weed
around the lake at Boggart Hole Clough. I was recently visiting an RSPB reserve near Conwy in North Wales,
and they had closed off part of the reserve because they were in the process of spraying the Pigmy weed that
had occurred on the reserve. Would you please let me know what the plans are to eradicate this weed and when
they are going to be put into effect? .. p.s. I believe Peter Milner wrote you on the same subject some weeks
ago, and I don't think he has had a reply.
_
_
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25. Sent: 2.8.2015, 17:43
From: PFM. To: Pauline Clarke. CC: 56 FoBHC contacts.
Subject: Confirmed - Pygmy Weed invasion of Boggart Hole Clough Lake environs.

.. Action required to eradicate Pygmy Weed.
Further to my 16.7.2015 email below & your 17.7.2015 reply below.
In the absence of your promised follow-up email, I contacted the Greater Manchester Ecology Unit (GMEU)
whose subsequent 29.7.2015 email pasted in below states that they identified algae growing in the Lake rather
than Pygmy Weed. So this was originally misidentified, for which I apologize.
However, GMEU's email confirms that Pygmy Weed was correctly identified growing on the ground between
the Lake & Fish Pond. And there is a larger carpet of Pygmy Weed (at least 100 square metres) growing on the
ground immediately to the east of the Lake, part of which can be seen in attached photo, taken 1.8.2015, with
the Lakeside Cafe in the background.
GB Non-Native Species Secretariat (GBNNSS): ".. New Zealand Pygmy Weed .. is invasive .. high rapid
growth rate, the plant can overgrow & smother native plant populations .. ability to colonize both aquatic &
terrestrial habitats .. potential for this plant to colonize river systems .. spreads rapidly .. Chemical control is
most likely means of control .. Chemical control on a repeated basis is damaging to other plants .. Other
solutions .. the use of plastic sheeting / geotextiles to block light .." (GB Non-Native Organism Risk
Assessment, GBNNSS, 22.3.2011).
While the Pygmy Weed invasion of the Lake environs is not as advanced as previously feared, if left to flourish
on the ground around the Lake unchecked there is the danger it will spread more widely, (whether or not into
the Lake itself) along the banks of the Clough's several brooks & to the River Irk.
It is an offence, under the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981, to allow Pygmy Weed to grow in the wild.
We would appreciate being kept informed regarding how you are dealing with this matter. ..
26. Sent: 29.7.2015, 15:26
From: Paul Barrington @ GMEU. To: PFM.
Subject: Boggart Hole Clough.
Following on from our phone call just now I can confirm that the ecology unit have attended Boggart Hole
Clough recently. New Zealand Pigmyweed was confirmed as being present alongside the footpath just west of
the tea room. Several samples were taken from the water bodies. After analysis it is the opinion of the
ecologists here that there is no New Zealand Pigmyweed present in the water. The samples taken from the pond
were later confirmed as being Alge and Starwort. ..
Paul Barrington. Biodiversity Data Manager .. GMEU, Tameside MBC, Council Offices, Stamford Street,
Ashton-under-Lyne, OL6 7PT ..
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27. Sent: 17.7.2015, 15:49
From: Clarke. To: PFM. Cc: 55 FoBHC contacts.
Subject: Re: Pygmy Weed invasion of Boggart Hole Clough Lake environs.
Thank you for bring this to my attention. The majority of the "green" that is on the lake at the moment appears
to be harmless green algae but to make sure I am meeting an Ecologist from the Greater Manchester Ecology
Unit on site so that we can identify the plant/s for definite and assess the situation. I will respond to your email
more fully following this visit. ..
Pauline Clarke, Neighbourhood Manager - North & Charlestown Ward Coordinator, Community and Cultural
Services, Growth and Neighbourhoods, MCC .. Neighbourhood Manager - North SRF, Community & Cultural
Services, Growth and Neighbourhoods, Manchester, M8 5UF ..
28. Sent: 17.7.2015, 07:14
From: PFM. To: Pauline Clarke @ MCC, Keith Heesom. Cc: 54 FoBHC contacts.
Subject: Ameliorating Pygmy Weed invasion of Boggart Hole Clough Lake environs.

.. Keith, thanks for your 16.7.2015 email below.
Last August, 2014, an ecologist pointed out a couple of small mats of Pygmy Weed in the Fish Pond. I alerted
King William IV Angling Society .. they assured me it would be dealt with.
Perhaps Pygmy Weed spread from the Fish Pond due to incomplete eradication or was disposed of incorrectly,
e.g. just dumped on the ground where it took root ? ..
If Pygmy Weed was already present in / around the Lake prior to the installation of the floating islands, which
seems probable, this should presumably have been spotted by Biomatrix.
However .. there are many ways Pygmy Weed could have been introduced / reintroduced into the Lake
environs & spread around .. how do we best get rid of it & having got rid of it, if that's possible, prevent its
reintroduction ?
Please see another photo taken last Saturday 11.7.2015, showing Pygmy Weed (& discarded drinks can &
plastic bottles, etc) in the Lake with a floating island on left & Lakeside Café in background. ..
29. Sent: 16.7.2015, 08:28
From: Keith Heesom. To: Pauline Clarke @ MCC, PFM. Cc: 54 FoBHC contacts.
Subject: RE: Pygmy Weed invasion of Boggart Hole Clough Lake environs.
.. Is it possible that the 'floating islands' were contaminated with this weed? Or is it just a coincidence that it
appeared immediately following their installation! ..
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
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30. Sent: 16.7.2015, 08:16
From: PFM. To: Pauline Clarke @ MCC. Cc: 56 BHCCAT / FoBHC contacts.
Subject Pygmy Weed invasion of Boggart Hole Clough Lake environs.

.. Action required to control / eradicate Pygmy Weed.
You will doubtless have been made aware long before now by Biomatrix & King William IV Angling Society
(KWIVAS), responsible for managing respectively the Lake & Fish Pond, that both water bodies & the
immediately surrounding land has become infested during the past year with Pygmy Weed.
Please see attached photo taken last Saturday 11.7.2015, showing in the foreground Pygmy Weed in the Lake,
with the Island in the background behind a floating island.
GB Non-Native Species Secretariat (GBNNSS): ".. Crassula helmsii - Swamp Stonecrop, New Zealand Pygmy
Weed .. With its high & rapid growth rate, the plant can overgrow & smother native plant populations .. ability
to colonise both aquatic & terrestrial habitats .. The plant forms a 100% cover & is winter green, enabling it to
outpace native species which die back each winter .. There is no dormant period .. Mats formed by the plant
choke ponds .. Dense mats .. reduce the conservation value by the reduction or displacement of native &
occasionally rare species .. potential for this plant to colonise river systems .. has established itself all over the
UK .. has a very negative effect on water bodies, out-competing the indigenous vegetation & removing habitat
for various animal species, mainly invertebrates .." (GB Non-Native Organism Risk Assessment, GBNNSS,
22.3.2011).
Pygmy Weed was 1 of 5 introduced aquatic plants which were banned from sale beginning April 2014, the first
ban of its kind in Britain.
It is an offence, under the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981, to allow Pygmy Weed to grow in the wild.
What are MCC, Biomatrix & KWIVAS doing to control (ideally eliminate altogether) this invasive, non-native
species in the Lake environs before it spreads even further ? ..
31. Sent: 5.8.2014, 16:06
From: Derek Richardson @ GMEU. To: PFM. Cc: David Barlow & Pauline Clarke @ MCC.
Subject: RE: Avian Botulism in Boggart Hole Clough.
.. My understanding is that the bird deaths at Boggart Hole Clough are not an isolated incident. There are
reports of similar water bird deaths on other sites in Greater Manchester and the wider North West. The current
investigation into these deaths by Defra is ongoing and the underlying cause has not yet been conclusively
established across all sites. In these circumstances, before we have a clearer understanding of the causes behind
the bird mortality, I would be reluctant to make any recommendations concerning future preventative measures
at any one site. ..
Derek Richardson, Principal Ecologist, GMEU, Tameside MBC, Council Offices, Wellington Road, Ashtonunder-Lyne, Tameside, OL6 6DL ..
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32. Sent: 3.8.2014, 21:55
From: PFM. To: Derek Richardson @ GMEU. Cc: Duncan Brown @ Natural England, Stephen Atkins @
GMEU, David Earl, Joan Cairns, Mervyn Romain, Paul McCrystal, Vladimir Krivstov.
Subject: Avian Botulism in Boggart Hole Clough.
.. Thank you for your 14.7.2014 email below with attached document [Doc 16]. You will be aware of the recent
outbreak of Avian Botulism which has devastated the Lake's waterbird population. To prevent the disease
spreading, dead & dying birds were removed by Manchester City Council staff & the RSPCA. The disease has
perhaps run its course for the time being. We are concerned to try to prevent the disease recurring. In this
regard, would draining the Lake & cleaning out the sediment & accumulated rubbish over the Winter be
beneficial ? What other short-term measures would you recommend ? And what longer-term measures would
you advise to minimize the risk of the disease recurring & to enable the Lake to become a healthy, thriving
central feature of Boggart Hole Clough Local Nature Reserve ? We look forward to hearing from you. ..
33. Sent: 14.7.2014, 13:10
From: Derek Richardson @ GMEU. To: PFM. Cc: Stephen Atkins @ GMEU.
Subject: FW: Clean City Funding for Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
.. Apologies for the somewhat delayed response I have been unexpectedly away recently.
See e-mail below [email 38] and the attached document [Doc 16] which I think may answer your query.
It is not that GMEU have changed our mind on the reedbed proposal – indeed the proposal has merit. We have
supported the reedbed in the past because it was the only option that appeared to be ‘on the table’ for enhancing
the wildlife value of the Lake. But now the floating island proposal is available I think that, given the context,
this option is best suited for the location. ..
34. Sent: 7.7.2014, 06:12
From: PFM. To: Derek Richardson @ GMEU. Cc: 7 BHCCAT contacts.
Boggart Hole Clough Lake regeneration.
.. I phoned last week, but you were out of the office, to remind you of 24.6.2014 email below requesting an
explanation for GMEU's preference for floating islands etc rather than reedbeds at Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
A response would be greatly appreciated. Please find the 2 alternative proposals attached [Docs 14 & 15]. ..
35. Sent: 24.6.2014, 11:08
From: PFM. To: Derek Richardson @ GMEU. Cc: Duncan Brown @ Natural England, Samuel Bolton @
GMEU, Joan Cairns, Mervyn Romain, Mildred Willner, Paul McCrystal, Rob Butler.
Subject: Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
.. Re two alternative proposals for regenerating Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
We understand the Greater Manchester Ecology Unit's advice to Manchester City Council is that the proposal
of Biomatrix Water Solutions Ltd for floating islands etc is preferred to BHCCAT's proposal for reedbeds
(please see both proposals attached [Docs 14 & 15]). We would be grateful if you would explain GMEU's
reasons for this preference. This information will enable us to remain creatively involved in the regeneration of
Boggart Hole Clough. We look forward to hearing from you. ..
36. Sent: 24.6.2014, 10:04
From: Pauline Clarke @ MCC. To: PFM. Cc: 83 BHCCAT contacts.
Subject: Re: Boggart Hole Clough Lake reedbeds or floating platforms etc.
.. As I have previously said in emails proposals for the regeneration of the Lakes have been assessed by both the
Environment Team and the Greater Manchester Ecology Unit, and they have given a professional opinion based
on experience and expertise. I have forward your email to them as they may wish to respond to your comments.
The cost of management of the reed beds is based on annual costs at other sites across the city. ..
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37. Sent: 17.6.2014, 22:44
From: PFM. To: Pauline Clarke. Cc: 84 BHCCAT contacts.
Subject Boggart Hole Clough Lake reedbeds or floating platforms etc.
.. Regarding your 11.6.2014 email below addressed to Mildred Willner & copied to others including myself.
Reference is made below to two documents attached: Proposal to create reedbeds in the Lake, BHCCAT,
2.4.2014, [Doc 14] & BHC Proposed Lake Restoration, Biomatrix Water Solutions Ltd, undated [Doc 15].
Comments on your email comparing the merits of the two proposals above:
1. You state that compared to the cost of floating platforms etc (Biomatrix doc), "the additional costs for
reedbeds [BHCCAT doc] is significant". This is questionable - see points 2 to 5 below.
2. You estimate £168,000 for installing reedbeds. Not having obtained estimates from contractors, we have no
idea whether this is a high or low estimate. Besides, to mitigate disturbance of waterbirds etc, it may be
beneficial to install reedbeds in 2 or 3 stages over several years thus spreading the cost if required.
3. You give £100,000 cost for installing & planting up "floating platforms". You omit to give cost of
purchasing & installing the "super high efficiency pump" etc (Biomatrix doc). Perhaps you have discarded this
aspect of Biomatrix's proposal ?
4. You mention "lake emptying" & quote £7,000 for "restocking lake". Installing reedbeds does not necessitate
completely emptying the Lake which is undesirable anyway (disturbing wildlife unnecessarily), therefore
restocking (presumably with fish) is not required. In any case, it has been recommended that some fish are
removed from the Lake to improve water quality (BHCCAT doc, page 2).
5. You write that reedbeds require "intensive management" costing £5,250 annually. To my knowledge,
reedbeds require minimal management (BHCCAT doc, page 5). We would be grateful for a breakdown of
the supposed management requirements of reedbeds that cost £5,250 annually.
6. You further allege that "reeds will cover the majority of the Lake" resulting "in the lack of ability to use the
lake for any other purpose". BHCCAT's proposal specifically states that only 37% of the Lake would become
reedbeds (BHCCAT doc, page 3). Furthermore, a large area of open water in front of the Lakeside Café is
designed into the plan for e.g. model boating (BHCCAT doc, page 3, sketchplan).
7. You write "floating platforms will be guaranteed for 5 years". In contrast, reedbeds are sustainable & will
last for an unlimited number of years.
8. You say the Manchester City Council (MCC) "Environment Team" prefers floating platforms etc to
reedbeds. From 2006 until recently, MCC preferred reedbeds & worked closely with BHCCAT to develop a
suitable plan (BHCCAT doc, page 2). MCC has suddenly changed course, perhaps due to lobbying by
Biomatrix ?
9. You say the Greater Manchester Ecology Unit (GMEU) prefers floating platforms etc to reedbeds. In 2006
the GMEU wrote a letter supporting the proposal of MCC & BHCCAT for reedbeds (BHCCAT doc, page 2).
Moreover, GMEU's 8.4.2014 email below supports our current reedbeds proposal. We are curious to know the
reasons for the GMEU's apparent / supposed U-turn.
10. You concede that reedbeds are "valued for ecology" implying that you realize Biomatrix's proposal is less
valued for ecology. BHCCAT's proposal is indeed focussed on improving the Lake's biodiversity health,
conservation value, wildlife interest.
We remain unconvinced by your flimsy arguments (reviewed above) in favour of floating platforms etc rather
than reedbeds. Bomatrix's proposal is an unsustainable quick-fix which, some of us feel certain, would actually
degrade the Lake. Please see 11.4.2014 email below amongst others arguing in favour of reedbeds.
MCC's £12million Clean City Fund (outlined in your 18.11.2013 email below) presents a golden opportunity to
obtain a grant to create reedbeds, upgrading the Lake for the long-term as appropriate for this central feature of
Boggart Hole Clough Local Nature Reserve. ..
_
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38. Sent: 13.6.2014, 07:59 [see email 33 above]
From: Derek Richardson @ GMEU. To: Barry Johnson. Cc: Samuel Bolton @ GMEU.
Subject: RE: Clean City Funding for Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
.. Two options have been put forward for enhancing the biodiversity value of Boggart Hole Clough – the
reedbed option and the floating platform option. Both have merit as both have potential to improve wildlife
value. At the time when Sam/GMEU commented (and indeed in previous years) only the reedbed option
appeared to be on the table – and quite rightly he expressed support. Subsequently the floating platform option
was made known to us and we were then asked by the City Council to carry out a brief appraisal of both
options. The appraisal is attached [Doc 16]. It concludes that, on balance, the floating platform proposal is more
appropriate for the context. ..
39. Sent: 11.6.2014, 09:45
From Pauline Clarke. To: Mildred W. Cc: 75 BHCCAT contacts.
Subject: Re: Clean City Funding for Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
.. The views of the Environment Team and the Greater Manchester Ecology Unit have been sought on both
proposals and the advice received is that the option for floating platforms is the preferred solution, as reed beds
although valued for Ecology are not suitable for the Lake, in the main this is due to the intensive management
that is required and the fact that this will result in the lack of ability to use the lake for any other purpose, as
reeds will cover the majority of the Lake. Based on this the project from officers has been amended to exclude
reed bed creation.
The Relative costs for the project proposed by BHCCAT and proposals from officers is below:
REEDS

FLOATING PLATFORMS

£168,000 (Installation, reeds, lake emptying)

£100,000 (installtion and planting)

£7000 (restocking lake)

Nil

£37,000 (Training, Engagement, information panels
panels, Schools Workshops, Surveys and Mapping)

£37,000 (Training, Engagement, information
Schools workshops, Surveys and Mapping)

Annual Costs:
Year One NIL

NIL

Year two £5,250 additional costs for reed management. £600 - this is within existing costs - eg running
pumps /aerators, water treatment)
Year three £5,250

“

“

£600

“

“

As you will see the additional costs for reed beds is significant. In addition the floating platforms will be
guaranteed for 5 years. ..
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
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40. Sent: 10.6.2014, 17:05
From: Barry Johnson. To: Derek Richardson @ GMEU. Cc: Samuel Bolton @GMEU, John Biggs, Keith
Heesom, Mildred Willner, PFM.
Subject: Fw: Clean City Funding for Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
.. Although I have no connection with Boggart Hole Clough, someone added me to their email list and as a
result I have been receiving messages about this issue. I am writing to you as you have been working with the
park group I am involved in (Friends of Birchfields Park). I am confused about the role being played by GMEU
in relation to this proposal for Boggart Hole Clough Lake. According to the message below from your
colleague Samuel Bolton, GMEU support the community proposal ("reed beds"). According to the council
officer, GMEU says that another option ("floating islands") is better. Although it's not clear who came up with
this rival proposal, it seems like the council have been lobbied by a commercial organisation called Biomatrix
Water Solutions Ltd. Is it true the GMEU believe the "floating islands" proposal is better than the "reed beds"
proposal? Samuel Bolton has not responded to this claim so I cannot tell either way.
As someone who has worked with GMEU in the past and most likely in the future (as a wildlife recorder) I feel
I need to be clear what role you play in situations like this. ..
41. Sent: 7.6.2014, 19:40
From: Mildred Willner. To: Pauline Clarke @ MCC. Cc: 77 BHCCAT contacts.
Subject: Re: Clean City Funding for Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
Boggart Hole Clough - Lake plans.
I would like to express my dismay at the way the BHCCAT plans for reed bed plantings have been disregarded
without so much as an explanation as to why.
The preferred scheme is obviously going to be high tech, high maintenance, possibly prone to vandalism, and I
would guess, very very costly to install.
I think the council owes it to the local community, to fully justify its decision, explaining why the much
simpler, and most likely much less expensive scheme put forward by the BHCCAT has been rejected.
Presumably the cost of this project is not a state secret and I, as well as the other people who are copied into this
email would like to be told what the budget for this scheme is, as well as a realistic estimate of the yearly
running costs. ..
42. Sent: 6.6.2014, 12:39
From: Keith Heesom. To: PFM.
Subject: Re: Clean City Funding for Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
.. It seems to me that they will ignore the community's preference for an ecologically sound, simple solution in
favour of a high tech, high cost, high maintenance scheme. Does this make sense? Are these people duty bound
to spend the money just because it's available? Surely pumps get blocked with floating pollutants, and the lake
gets more than its fair share of these - is daily maintenance required? Can you not demand, on behalf of the
community, that the whole process is reviewed? ..
43. Sent: 4.6.2014, 14:20
From: Pauline Clarke @ MCC. To: PFM. Cc: Cllrs Basil Curley, Mark Hackett, Veronica Kirkpatrick.
Subject: Re: Clean City Funding for Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
.. As part of the process for Clean City applications we have sought the advice of both the Environment Team
and the Greater Manchester Ecology unit regarding both options for improving the Lakes at Boggart Hole
Clough that is either Floating island or installation of reed beds. The advice given by both teams is that the
option to install floating islands and edges in the most appropriate for the lakes at Boggart Hole Clough. The
Clean City bid will be submitted on this basis. ..
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44. Sent: 26.5.2014, 21:56
From: PFM. To: Pauline Clarke @ MCC. Cc: 79 BHCCAT contacts.
Subject: Clean City Funding for Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
.. Thanks for your 28.4.2014 email below saying that you had sent our proposal, to create reedbeds in the Lake,
to the City Council's Environment Team for comments & advice.
Since then, 4 weeks have passed. We would be grateful for information about feedback received from the
Environment Team.
Please see pasted in below, 25.5.2014 email from Mildred Willner (BHCCAT Member) re this matter.
PDF re-attached: Proposal to create reedbeds in the Lake, BHCCAT, 2.4.2014 [Doc 14]. ..
45. Sent: 25.5.2014, 11:56
From: Mildred Willner. To: PFM.
Subject: Reed Beds.
.. Considering the great rush the council seemed to be in about the issue of the Lake Plans, I am wondering if
you have heard any more news?
As I understand it, our plan for Reed Beds was going to be considered by the council.
This was now quite a few weeks ago. I think that it would only be fair for the council to keep us informed of
progress and at what stage it is up to.
Also, Cllr Hackett mentioned that he was going to arrange a meeting about the plans, what has happened to this
idea?
It is a pity that Manchester Council only seem to pay lip service to 'community involvement' and when the
'community' does make the effort to get involved it seems to be ignored. ..
46. Sent: 28.4.2014, 13:21
From: Pauline Clarke @ MCC. To: PFM.
Subject: Re: Two proposals to regenerate Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
.. Sorry for the delay in responding to your email.
I have noted your comments and have sent a copy of your suggestion for Reed Beds at the Lake to the City
Council's Environment Team for comments and advice.
47. Sent: 11.4.2014, 09:01
From: PFM. To: Pauline Clarke. Cc: 79 BHCCAT contacts.
Subject: Two proposals to regenerate Boggart Hole Clough Lake.
.. Thanks for your 7.4.2014 email below with Word doc attached (re-attached to this email): Boggart Hole
Clough Proposed Lake Restoration, Biomatrix Water Solutions Ltd, undated [Doc 15].
I forwarded 7.4.2014 your email with Biomatrix attachment to most of the addressees of this email. Mildred
Willner (BHCCAT Member) responded 9.4.2014 - her email is below.
Earlier, 31.3.2014, I emailed most of the same addressees, including yourself, with PDF attached: Proposal to
create reedbeds in the Lake, BHCCAT, 29.3.2014. A slightly amended draft dated 2.4.2014 is attached [Doc
14] to this email.
_
_
_
_
_
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Your 7.4.2014 email indicates that you did not read BHCCAT's proposal which I emailed to you 31.3.2014,
anyway you make no mention of it. However, several people did read it & responded positively including John
Biggs, Chair of Charlestown Residents Association (1.4.2014 email below) & Samuel Bolton, Associate
Ecologist with the Greater Manchester Ecology Unit (8.4.2014 email below).
A few further comments re these 2 proposals:
1. Biomatrix proposes "Floating ecosystems .. series of floating islands .. provision for integration of on-island
sculptural works .. Islands will include driftwood & feature rocks .. floating edge ecosystems .. an artificial
reef-like habitat .." Floating edges & islands would be easily damaged & vandalized & eventually disintegrate.
In 2006 BHCCAT & Manchester City Council rejected similar ideas in favour of robust, sustainable reedbeds
able to stand the test of time; that proposal foundered due to lack of funds. BHCCAT's new proposal is a
reworking of that original plan.
2. Biomatrix proposes "to transform the stagnant lake characteristics into a gently flowing circular river ..
around the central island .. achieved by .. installing a super high efficiency pump .. It is anticipated the entire
lake could be circulated & passed though two filtration zones every 24 hours at an energy cost between £5-£10
per day .." A bizarre idea! Reedbeds as proposed by BHCCAT would filter the water - reedbeds are now
commonly used for water treatment.
Floating islands & a circular river produced by a super high efficiency pump seem singularly inappropriate for
a Local Nature Reserve which is bound to retain its natural integrity.
3. Biomatrix says "lake aesthetics will be naturalised .." On the contrary, floating islands etc would make lake
aesthetics much more artificial. BHCCAT's proposal to create reedbeds would certainly naturalise lake
aesthetics.
4. Re the present condition of the Lake, Biomatrix says "Biodiversity & natural waterscape elements are
absent." This is not true - e.g. tree branches overhanging from the Island edge into the Lake presently provide
nesting sites for Coots, Great Crested Grebes & Moorhens. BHCCAT's proposal suggests carefully developing
the Lake's already existing biodiversity & natural waterscape by creating reedbeds. Biomatrix's proposed super
high efficiency pump producing a circular river etc seems likely to endanger this existing fragile biodiversity.
5. Biomatrix proposes "an opportunity for the park management team / volunteers / user groups & ecological
designers to work together to develop the schematic designs defining the final shape & location of the lake
restoration systems .." So Biomatrix suggests no public consultation re whether or not their overall proposal
should be adopted but suggests instead that after the decision has been made by a select few to adopt their
proposal then a public consultation should be held re its final shape etc.
This echoes your 7.4.2014 email below which says "we wish to submit an application [for a grant to carry out
the Biomatrix proposal] so that consultation & design can begin .." Again, wanting the main decision, re
whether or not to adopt the Biomatrix proposal, to be taken by a select few, after which consulting the many re
design details.
You appear to be in thrall to Biomatrix & determined to foist this proposal onto the local community which
would be an appalling waste of public money.
Your 18.11.2013 email below entitled "Clean City Funding" says there is "over £14 million & we want your
help to invest it in local sustainable projects. We are looking for creative ideas from park users & local groups
on how we can tackle environmental problems to make our parks cleaner & greener .. Please let me know .. if
you need support .." BHCCAT's Proposal to create reedbeds in the Lake fulfils all these criteria. Please read it
& support us.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
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48. Sent: 9.4.2014, 00:49
From: Mildred Willner. To: PFM.
Subject: Lake Plans.
.. Plans for the Lake at Boggart Hole Clough. There are a number of issues I am concerned about.
1. You sent a very detailed proposal for reed beds on behalf of the BHCCAT. I am very concerned that this
proposal has been totally disregarded. This was just rude I think and is hardly the behaviour of a council trying
to promote "community involvement".
2. Instead we seem to have a new proposal to be planned and carried out by a company called Biomatrix.
Obviously I am not an expert, but I am a local resident and council tax payer, and it seems to me, upon reading
these plans, that the project proposed by Biomatrix would be very costly to install and would need a lot of
maintenance. The plans seem very hi-tech, do we really need 'floating islands' in such a shallow lake? Do we
really need to create a river type flow? With pumps that will be costly to run?
3. I think there is something decidedly odd about the idea of using a large (multinational?) company - based in
Scotland? (Unless of course I have got the wrong company) Comparatively speaking, it is a small project in a
local park, surely, we should be using local expertise and contractors. Why is there only one scheme and one
company being considered? And why is there now such a rush to get it all signed with little time for
consultation and debate about the plans?
4. If the council were really serious about transforming the Boggart Hole Clough lake area, and making the
most of its status as a local nature reserve, why does it allow the smaller lake to be used for fishing? Respect
and reverence for nature on one lake - while the other lake is used to harass the wild life. While the surrounds
of the lake used for fishing looks nicer and more natural than the bigger lake, the floating islands installed by
the fishing club look totally ridiculous.
Please feel free to forward this email on to any other interested parties. ..
49. Sent: 8.4.2014, 11:05
From: Samuel Bolton @ GMEU. To: PFM, Duncan Brown @ Natural England. Cc: Derek Richardson & Steve
Atkins @ GMEU, Andy Long @ Red Rose Forest, Richard Marshall.
Subject: RE: Proposal to create reedbeds at Boggart Hole Clough.
Good Afternoon Peter, It’s good to hear from you and your proposal looks great. I have a few contacts for you
to help you on your way.
Steve Atkins (LRC Development Officer) from the Greater Manchester Local Records Centre is happy to help
your group develop it’s biological recording. He may be able to run some training courses from the site or
invite your members to sessions at other locations. I’ve copied him in and he’ll be in touch to introduce himself.
In the meantime, please see http://www.gmwildlife.org.uk for details of training events. ..
I’m told by Steve, that Richard Marshall, amongst others, has developed reedbeds at Blackleech Country Park,
and should be able to give you guidance on creation and establishment. I’ve copied him in for you to contact.
I hope you find this useful and feel free to email or ring me if you need anything else.
Best wishes, Samuel.
Samuel Bolton, Associate Ecologist, Greater Manchester Ecology Unit, Council Offices - Room 5.22,
Wellington Road, Ashton-under-Lyne, Tameside, OL6 6DL ..
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
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50. Sent: 7.4.2014, 12:56
From: Pauline Clarke @ MCC. To: PFM. Cc: Cllr Mark Hackett, Joan Cairns, Mildred Willner, Mervyn
Romain, Paul McCrystal, Rob Butler, Sarah Gorman.
Subject: Re: Clean City Funding proposal for Boggart Hole Clough.
.. Many thanks for getting in touch regarding the desire of Boggart Hole Clough Community action Trust to
develop and improve the lakes as part of a clean city application.
Since the announcement of the Clean City funding the improvement to the lakes is something that the team
have been considering and we have been working to look at how a proposal would fit to the Clean City grant
requirements, which include Sustainable behaviour, Change, Creativity and Innovation, Sustainable solutions
which give opportunities to save money and Community Involvement.
As we know that one of the priorities of BHCCAT is to improve the Ecology and Biodiversity of the Lakes we
attended a presentation by a Biomatix, and since then they have visited BHC as they were excited about the
opportunity to work with us.
Biomatrix have drafted some initial suggestions about how their system of edging and floating islands could be
installed at BHC - this is attached [Doc 15].
This proposal would be a first for a Manchester Park and would be an example project for the rest of the City
and the UK.
There is a panel meeting on the 15th April to consider proposal and we wish to submit and application so that
consultation and design can being a soon as possible and works can happen in the summer.
We hope that you will agree that this is an exciting project that responds to the concerns that many of the
groups and local residents have raised over many years.
Please let us have comments by Friday 11th ? sorry for the short time scale but we would like to seek approval
for this proposal quickly and we need a few days to complete the formal application. ..
51. Sent: 1.4.2014, 10:17
From: PFM. To: Duncan Brown @ Natural England, Samuel Bolton @ GMEU.
Subject: Proposal to create reedbeds at Boggart Hole Clough.
.. Please see PDF attached: draft proposal to create reedbeds in Boggart Hole Clough Lake, BHCCAT,
29.3.2014 [draft of Doc 14].
Would be pleased to have your input re this - whether it meets with your approval, comments re how proposal
could be improved & progressed. ..
52. Sent: 1.4.2014, 23:01
From: John Biggs. To: PFM. Cc: Rob Shipway.
Subject: Re: Clean City Funding proposal for Boggart Hole Clough.
On behalf of the Charlestown TARA and the Whitemoss Club for Young People we support this application to
create reedbeds in the Lake. The reports and information submitted is very well outlined and very
professionally planned which we would support and would create a massive interest within the Park.
As a long serving community leader within Charlestown I feel the investment would compliment our park and
also encourage more investment that would benifit many park users. Encourage families to visit our historical
park and learn more about a local history in nature.
Please support the efforts that many of our local volunteers have devoted time to create a real live habitat within
Boggart Hole Clough .
Thanking you John Biggs A genuine lover of Boggart. ..
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53. Sent: 31.3.2014, 23:04
From: PFM. To: 41 BHCCAT contacts.
Subject: Clean City Funding proposal for Boggart Hole Clough.
.. Please see PDF attached: draft proposal to create reedbeds in the Lake [draft of Doc 14]. Just sent this to
relevant council officer - see email below. Some of you have seen earlier drafts. Your comments are welcome,
changes can still be made to the proposal. ..
54. Sent: 31.3.2014, 21:58
From: PFM. To: Pauline Clarke @ MCC. Cc: 7 BHCCAT contacts.
Subject: Clean City Funding proposal for Boggart Hole Clough.
.. Further to my 6.3.2014 email below, please see PDF attached: Proposal to create reedbeds in the Lake,
BHCCAT, 29.3.2014 [draft of Doc 14].
We believe this proposal fulfils the criteria for a Clean City grant from the "£14million" available for "local
sustainable projects .. creative ideas from park users and local groups on how we can tackle environmental
problems to make our parks cleaner and greener now and in the future .." to quote from your 18.11.2013 email
below.
We look forward to your response. ..
55. Sent: 6.3.2014, 08:01
From: PFM. To: Pauline Clarke @ MCC. Cc: Joan Cairns, Cllr Mark Hackett, Mervyn Romain, Mildred
Willner, Paul McCrystal, Rob Butler, Sarah Gorman.
Subject: Clean City Funding for Boggart Hole Clough.
.. Further to discussion with Cllr Mark Hackett (BHCCAT Deputy Chair) last week & as requested in your
18.11.2013 email below & following our initial 16.12.2013 email response below, just to let you know that we
should be ready to submit proposals to you for Clean City Funding by the end of this month, March, at the
latest. ..
56. Sent: 17.12.2013, 11:58
From: Pauline Clarke @ MCC. To: PFM. Cc: Ceri Houlbrook, Cllr Mark Hackett, Duncan Brown @ Natural
England, Ged Collins, Joan Cairns, Mervyn Romain, Mildred Willner, Paul McCrystal, Rob Butler, Sarah
Gorman, Stephen Hamilton.
Subject: Re: Boggart Hole Clough Lake environs.
.. As with any works undertaken the Council will seek advice from experts, ensure that any works are fit for
purpose and look for best value. We will also inform / consult with the various stakeholders and park users as
needed. Thank you for the information you attached.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
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57. Sent: 16.12.2013, 23:28
From: PFM. To: Pauline Clarke @ MCC. Cc: Ceri Houlbrook, Cllr Mark Hackett, Duncan Brown @ Natural
England, Ged Collins, Joan Cairns, Mervyn Romain, Mildred Willner, Paul McCrystal, Rob Butler, Sarah
Gorman, Stephen Hamilton.
Subject: Boggart Hole Clough Lake environs.
.. Thank you for your 22.11.2013 email below with 2 Biomatrix booklets attached which I forwarded to
BHCCAT members. These booklets describe Biomatrix’s floating edges of aquatic plants which appear to be
designed for rivers with changing water levels.
The Lake’s water level only varies by a couple of inches so non-floating beds of aquatic plants, on a stone /
rubble base, would perhaps be more appropriate as well as more natural, robust, vandal-proof & less expensive.
When I met you 22.11.2013 at the Visitor Centre you mentioned that money may be available through 'Clean
City Funding' (as per your 18.11.2013 email pasted in below) for spending on regenerating the Lake environs.
Besides successfully beginning to regenerate the Lake environs' ecology by reducing Canada Geese numbers
(by annually oiling their eggs & installing ‘Do not feed the birds’ signage) & carrying out conservation work on
the Island, we were also progressing further proposals, including creation of reed beds, with the Council a few
years ago & would be happy to resume this work.
Please see 2 pdfs attached: 1. Lake & Island Waterbirds Sanctuary proposal (BHCCAT, 30.9.2010) [Doc 7];
2. Minutes 5.10.2010 AGM & Exec Comm Open Meeting (BHCCAT, 27.6.2012) - item 11 (11.1 - 11.6)
concerns the Lake environs [Doc 12]. Also relevant: Lakeside flora proposals (BHCCAT, 9.2.2011) pdf [Doc
8] which can be found on our website. ..
58. Sent: 22.11.2013, 14:45
From: Pauline Clarke @ MCC. To: PFM.
Subject: Booklets.
2 PDFs attached:
1. Ecosystem Infrastructure - the new role of Modular Ecosystems in the Built Environment, Biomatrix Water
Solutions & Terraqua Environmental Solutions, date unknown;
2. Floating Edge Ecosystems, Biomatrix Water Solutions & Terraqua Environmental Solutions, 2013.
See email 57 above.
59. Sent: 18.11.2013, 10:35
From: Pauline Clarke. To: 6 addressees including PFM. Bcc: unknown.
Subject: Clean City Funding.
Dear All, Please take a look at the link [below].
This is a great opportunity for you to apply for grants for your Parks and other projects (Miners Garden ??)
Please let me know if you need anything or if you need support.
Clean City
What's Your Idea for a cleaner, greener, better Manchester?
Our investment in Manchester airport has given us a one-off cash boost of over £14million and we want your
help to invest it in local sustainable projects.
We are looking for creative ideas from park users and local groups on how we can tackle environmental
problems to make our parks cleaner and greener now and in the future. Ideas can include working in
partnership with the wider community including park users or local groups.
If you'd like to find out more or submit an idea visit: http://www.manchester.gov.uk/cleancity
_
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